Generation of potential structures for the G-domain of chloroplast EF-Tu using comparative molecular modeling.
Comparative molecular modeling has been used to generate several possible structures for the G-domain of chloroplast elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu(chl)) based on the crystallographic data of the homologous E. coli protein. EF-Tu(chl) contains a 10 amino acid insertion not present in the E. coli protein and this region has been modeled based on its predicted secondary structure. The insertion appears to lie on the surface of the protein. Its orientation could not be determined unequivocally but several likely structures for the nucleotide binding domain of EF-Tu(chl) have been developed. The effects of the presence of water in the Mg2+ coordination sphere and of the protonation state of the GDP ligand on the conformation of the guanine nucleotide binding site have been examined. Relative binding constants of several guanine nucleotide analogs for EF-Tu(chl) have been obtained. The interactions between EF-Tu(chl) and GDP predicted to be important by the models that have been developed are discussed in relation to the nucleotide binding properties of this factor and to the interactions proposed to be important in the binding of guanine nucleotides to related proteins.